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2. Introduction
The Lower Mekong River System is the most important aquatic ecosystem in South
East Asia, with extremely high fish diversity levels and habitat complexity. It supports
the health and wellbeing of 60 million people, who rely on the supply of fish and other
aquatic animals as their major source of animal protein and hard income (Hortle, 2007;
Baran & Ratner, 2007). Significantly, the population in the Lower Mekong Basin (LMB)
is predicted to double by 2030 (Osbourne, 2009), placing immense strain on natural
resources within the catchment (Baran et al., 2007). Sverdrup-Jensen (2002) warned
the demand for capture fisheries in the LMB is expected to increase by 20 percent
over the next 10 years alone.
Modification to the landscape to improve agricultural production and protect
communities from flooding Is presently underway. The scale of river development is
expected to have negative impacts on LMB fisheries. One of the main negative
impacts has resulted from the construction of instream structures such as weirs,
regulators and floodgates which create barriers to fish migration. These barriers limit
the migration of fish species, affecting the successful completion of life cycles and
leading to over-harvest where local accumulations occur. Local communities
recognise an ability to exploit fish at the instream structures. In addition, local fisheries
also understand the impact of the negative impacts that the structures have had on
local fisheries production.
The ACIAR funded project, “Development of fish passage technology to increase
fisheries production on floodplains in the lower Mekong and Murray-Darling River
basins”, is developing fish passage technologies suitable for the LMB to address the
problems associated with these barriers. The project will focus on adapting passage
designs successfully used in Australia to the the Lower Mekong Basin. A critical aspect
of the work is performing field tests of different designs using local species To ensure
the research translates into development outcomes, the construction of fishways at
further sites requires local knowledge of the types of barriers that have already been
constructed. It is therefore essential that barriers to migration in the region be identified
and prioritised to ensure that the maximum productive benefit can be derived from any
future works. In addition, prioritising barriers for future work is a useful mechanism to
help aid agencies determine mechanisms to direct investment funding.
This report outlines information collected for the first objective of the “Development of
fish passage technology to increase fisheries production on floodplains in the lower
Mekong and Murray-Darling River basins” project. The aim of this is to identify and
prioritise potential barriers to fish migration so that informed investments in barrier
rehabilitation can be undertaken by NGO’s and government organisations. As this
prioritisation process has not been undertaken previously in the LMB, it was decided
that a pilot prioritisation in a smaller catchment be undertaken prior to a larger scale
prioritisation. This report details the process and the results of identifying and
prioritising the barriers found within the Xe Champhone system a significant sub
catchment of the Xe Bang Heing and outlines the highest priority barriers for
rehabilitation.
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2.1.

Xe Champhone Catchment

2.1.1. Environment
The Xe Champhone catchment is one of seven major sub-catchments in the greater
Xe Bang Hieng basin (Figure 1). The Xe Champhone catchment consists of two major
rivers; Xe Xangxoy and Xe Champhone. Both rivers originate in the predominantly
forested mountains in the northern sections of the catchment, flowing downstream in
a south-westerly direction through rice and agricultural lands before joining in the lower
reaches approximately 15 kilometres upstream from the confluence with the Xe Bang
Hieng. The Xe Bang Hieng then meanders downstream in a southerly direction
through surrounding landuse dominated by rice cultivation for approximately 70 river
kilometres before joining the Mekong River.
The Xe Champhone catchment is located in the southern part of the Lao P.D.R. and
is made up of two major rivers, the Xe Xangxoy and Xe Champhone. The Xe
Champhone catchment is a subcatchment of the larger Xe Bang Hieng Catchment
that stretches from the Vietnamese border to the Mekong River in the Savannakhet
province (Figure 1). The Xe Bang Hieng catchment covers an area of 12,500 km², with
the Xe Champhone covering 2500 km² of the western part of the catchment.
The Xe Champhone has a typical tropical monsoon climate, it is generally warm and
dry in the winter and hot and wet in the summer, with over 80% of the annual rainfall
arriving with the monsoon between May and September. Average annual rainfall is
around 1600mm (ICUN 2011).
The lower section of the Xe Champhone contains extensive floodplain areas that form
a complex series of natural and artificial lakes, streams, wetlands, rice paddies and
marshes (Claridge, 1996). Many of these wetlands still retain original vegetation and
are considered to be nationally important wetlands. The Xe Champone wetlnd area is
known to be important habitats for fishes and aquatic animals, which includes the
critically endangered Siamese Crocodiles (Crocodylus siamensis) (Cox and Phothitay
2008).
Vegetation types in upper reaches of the Xe Champhone and Xe Xangxoy are
dominated by mixed deciduous, dry dipterocarp forests, with moderate amounts of
clearing for agriculture activities (ICUN 2011). Rivers and streams in the upper reaches
are generally intermittent and contain moderate amounts of good quality riparian and
in-stream habitat and a substratum dominated by bedrock. In the middle reaches, the
main river channel is predominantly surrounded by rice cultivation and some small
seasonal crops, while areas away from permanent water sources consist of semicleared and forested areas. Rivers and streams in the middle reaches generally flow
during the wet season before constricting back to a series of pools.
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Figure 1. Location of the Xe Champhone catchment within the larger Xe Bang Hieng.
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The lower reaches of both river systems are surrounded by rice cultivation and small
areas of other crops. The lower reaches also contain vast areas of wetland habitats,
the majority of which are heavily impacted by man through the construction of barriers
such as bund walls, weirs and dams. These barriers significantly increase the storage
capacity of the wetlands and provide a reliable supply of water to irrigate vast areas of
agriculture, predominantly rice cultivation. The increased permanency of the wetlands
also enhances the amount of available habitat for fish species, but significantly
decreases the ability of wild fish species to migrate into them. The permanency of
habitat is also unseasonal, and most would have dried during the dry season. So whilst
the wetlands provide important habitat for many aquatic and terrestrial species, the
habitat is not representative of original condition.
Intensive landuse practices such as rice cultivation, agricultural plantation and urban
and built up areas comprise 21.28 percent of the catchment, significantly higher than
the other sub-catchments in the Xe Bang Hieng Basin. Riparian areas adjoining the
majority of rivers, streams and wetlands have been cleared of primary forest and
slumping banks and erosion are common.

2.1.2. Flows
With the majority of rainfall falling between May and September there is distinct
seasonality to the catchment flows. The mean annual discharge for the Xe Bang Hieng
is 538 m³/s, with the Xe Champhone contributing around 20% of this discharge (ICUN
2011). The Xe Champhone reaches peak discharge rates during the wet season, with
flood peaks up to 1,500 m³/s (Nguyen Khoa et. al. 2005). The Xe Champhone has a
long dry season low flow period from November to May, followed by a high flow period
with a series of flood peaks, dependant on rainfall events. Later in this high flow period
the river is influenced by backwater effects associated with flooding in the Mekong
River downstream downstream where main channel water extends into tributary
streams as the level increases (Figure 2)
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Figure 2. Generalised flow patterns of the Xe Bang Fei and Xe Bang Hieng.
As a result of this seasonal flow pattern, the floodplains areas of the Xe Champhone
are extensively inundated by adjacent rivers during the wet season. The high Mekong
River level prevents runoff leaving the catchment, forcing the rivers to breach their
banks and inundate the floodplain.
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2.1.3. Fish Communities
Barriers can affect fish community condition by preventing movement of potadromous
(freshwater) species that require connectivity among habitats to fulfil a number of key
life stage requirements. In the Xe Champhone, free fish passage is essential to:
1. Allow adults to reach spawning habitats
2. Allow juveniles to reach nursery habitats
3. Ensure adults and juveniles reach feeding areas
4. Promote downstream dispersal of drifting phases
5. Maintain genetic diversity by preventing isolation and fragmentation of fish
populations
Approximately 220 fish species are recorded in the Xe Champhone catchment. These
species cover a wide range of genera, with a large number of different life histories
and migration strategies present. The majority of species migrate with peak migrations
occurring during the wet season, with both upstream and downstream migrations
recorded. However it is likely that there are fish movements occurring at all times
during the year, except when rivers are at very low levels or cease to flow altogether,
during the dry season. (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Generalised fish migration patterns in relation to flow. Large fish represent
adults, small fish represent juveniles.
At the commencement of the wet season both upstream and downstream fish
migrations are initiated, either adults attempting to reach spawning areas or dispersal
migrations of juveniles. These migrations peak during the wet season and are variable
depending on the flows that occur within the system. Later in the wet season, as flows
begin to reduce to lower dry season levels there are a number of species that
undertake downstream migrations, returning to the larger more permanent waterways
downstream. During the dry season there are minor migrations of generally smaller
fish in an upstream direction. These are likely to be dispersal migrations of juvenile
fish spawned during the previous wet season.
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2.1.4. Barriers
Within systems such as the Xe Champhone hundreds of instream and floodplain
structures have been built to support communities and irrigated agriculture. Such
schemes would aim to protect and maximise production of rice and other cash crops.
Any migration barriers would have negative impacts on the fish communities of the
catchment by restricting the free movement of fish throughout the migration season.
Most of the Xe Champhone capture fishery is reliant on fish species that undertake
migrations, but barriers could negatively affect productivity of these systems,
depending on how many have been constructed and their mode of operation. The
main structure types impacting on migrations include:
Weirs
Weirs are defined as fixed crest structures which provide a permanent pool during dry
seasons. During the wet season unregulated flow is discharged over the crest. A wide
variety of weirs have been constructed throughout the system, with most located in
streams and rivers. They generally consist of a fixed crest structure that stores water
for delivery off-stream via irrigation canals. Some weirs are also constructed at the
outlet of wetlands, with these structures usually increasing the storage area of the
wetland from its natural state (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Weir on the outlet to a wetland complex in the Xe Champhone catchment.
Dams
Dams are generally larger structures which create a large reservoir. Most were
constructed to either provide hydro electricity, for flood mitigation, potable water supply
or to provide permanent water for irrigation schemes. They are generally greater than
10m high. A smaller number of dams have been built in the Xe Champhone, usually
higher up in the catchment, where they are used to deliver water to the downstream
irrigation area via irrigation canals (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Large irrigation dam located in the upper Xe Champhone catchment.
Regulators
Regulators are a type of impounding structure that are able to release water through
the use of gates. This provides greater control of downstream releases than weirs
with a fixed crest. Regulators are operated either to alter downstream discharge, or to
manipulate weir pool water level to gravitate water into irrigation systems. Regulators
may also be used to store water for dry season needs. These systems maybe located
downstream of a weir, or off-stream. The gate structures may be complex steel lift
gates, occasionally motorised, or they may be simple drop board structures. A wide
variety of regulators have been constructed throughout the Xe Champhone, this being
one of the most common type of irrigation structure affecting fish passage (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Steel regulator gates controlling water on a wetland outlet.
Flood Gates
High water levels in the Mekong River for most of the wet season can threaten
floodplain rice crops. To protect floodplain infrastructure and agriculture, flood gate
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structures have been constructed in the lower Xe Champhone. The floodgates aim to
protect floodplain areas from inundation when Mekong levels exceed critical heights
of rice fields. These structures generally consist of a series of culverts set into levee
banks along the river, usually at floodplain drainage points such as stream or wetland
outlets (Figure 7)

Figure 7. Floodgates on the outlet to a wetland in the Xe Bang Fei system.

2.2.

Barrier Remediation for Upstream Passage

A number of remediation options are available to provide fish passage at existing
barriers. Removal of the barrier is the best option to completely rehabilitate fish
passage. However, as many of the structures are still actively managed to benefit the
community it is not always practical to remove them. As such fish passage options that
work with the existing management of the structure are required, with well-designed
fishways being the best opportunity to provide passage. Designs that can be used to
rehabilitate fish passage at existing structures include:
Rock Ramp Fishway
Rock ramp fishways are commonly used for low barriers up to about two metres high.
They are essentially a series of rock ridges placed immediately below a barrier,
creating a low slope pool and step that simulates a rocky stream bed (Figure 8). Larger
boulders are placed in ridges across the rock ramp, creating pools of low flow and low
turbulence. Each of the ridge rocks has a gap between it and the ridge rock beside it,
through which the water flows, allowing fish to move from pool to pool and over the
weir.
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Figure 8. Rock Ramp fishway on the Goulburn River Victoria.
Cone Fishway
Cone fishways use a similar principle to the rock ramp fishway, but uses concrete to
create the ridges. This design is particularly suitable for sites where the supply of rock
is limited. The concrete cones create a series of ridges that provide small steps and
pools of low turbulence and velocities through which fish can ascend (Figure 9). This
design has recently been installed on the Pak Peung regulator near Paksan in
Boxhimalay Province (Lao P.D.R.) and will be assessed in the 2013 wet season. Initial
sampling indicates that the design is successfully passing fish.

Figure 9. Concrete cone fishway constructed at Pak Peung Regulator, Lao P.D.R.
Culvert Baffle Fishway
Culvert baffle fishways consist of a set of vertical protrusions from the walls of a culvert
that break up the water flow, slow the water down adjacent to the culvert walls and
provide resting areas and migration pathways for fish (Figure 10). The baffles are
usually made of steel and fixed to the wall with suitable materials. They work on the
same principal as other fishways in that they break up the fast flow in to a series of
small steps with manageable velocities for fish. They are most suitable for application
at road crossings, bridges or other sites where little or no pool is created.
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Figure 10. Culvert baffle fishway constructed on Marion Creek Queensland.
Vertical Slot Fishway
This design consists of a concrete channel extending from the top of the weir
(headwater) to the base of the weir (tailwater). Within the channel baffles are inserted
at regular intervals along the length of the channel to slow the velocity of the water.
Within each baffle there is a vertical slot through which water is transferred to the next
pool downstream (Figure 11). This creates a series of pools and small steps, with low
velocities that fish are able to swim through easily. This is one of the most successfully
applied design worldwide, but can have high capital costs.

Figure 11. Vertical slot fishways constructed on Sheepstation creek (left) and
Gooseponds Creek (right), Queensland.
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2.3.

Need for Prioritisation

Within the Xe Champhone catchment there are hundreds of barriers that are
negatively impacting the fisheries productivity of the system. Many Xe Champhone
communities are intrinsically dependant on healthy supplies of fish and other aquatic
organisms, which provide important sources of income and nutrition. Barriers to fish
migration have the potential to negatively impact fisheries productivity and the
livelihoods and well-being of local communities. Fortunately, the remediation of fish
passage at barriers is possible and will allow migrating fish the opportunity to complete
their life-cycles.
Remediation, either by the removal of a barrier or construction of an appropriately
designed fishway, is one of the most effective management tools utilised by
government agencies and river managers. Remediation increases the number of fish
that are able to reach maturity, reproduce, enter the fishery and benefit local
communities (Clay 1995). However the cost of remediation of fish passage at all of the
barriers in the Xe Champhone is likely to be high and there are limited funds available
for barrier remediation projects.
As a result, not all barriers can be rehabilitated, making it necessary to identify and
prioritise the best value barriers to remediate to ensure the suitable investment of
limited funds. This is done using a fish barrier prioritisation process that objectively
ranks each barrier based on their location and type and the impact they have on local
fisheries and communities.
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3. Methods
The barrier prioritisation process used in this study was developed to ensure limited
resources are efficiently utilised to identify barriers having the greatest impact on fish
migration which were suitable candidates for remediation. The current prioritisation
process achieves this through a comprehensive three stage process that evaluates
fishery, economic, social and eco-system benefits of barrier remediation.
Stage 1 utilises a GIS study of potential barriers to identify all barriers and provide an
initial ranking for further investigation. This is completed without the requirement for
field visits using readily available datasets (i.e. Existing GIS layers and resources such
as google earth).
Stage 2 undertakes detailed field investigations of a set number of the highest ranked
barriers from stage 1 to collect data for more detailed understanding of the barrier and
its impacts. From this analysis the highest priority barriers affecting fisheries
productivity are able to be identified.
Stage 3 of the process introduces a number of social and economic factors to further
refine the list into one that identifies the most cost effective barrier remediation with
the greatest benefit to the local community.
This barrier prioritisation process was undertaken in the Xe Champhone catchment in
Southern Lao P.D.R. (Figure 1) between December 2011 and January 2013.
One of the advantages of this approach is the ability to assess and prioritise thousands
of potential barriers prior to requiring site visits. An initial desktop study employs the
efficiency and unique decision making capabilities of an automated GIS system to
assess wide-ranging temporal and spatial habitat characteristics associated with each
potential barrier. This efficient approach allows limited resources to be directed
towards assessing the highest ranking potential barriers after the initial GIS stage,
rather than a more arbitrary approach of visiting unknown and often less critical
barriers based on limited local knowledge.
Our approach is focused on identifying barriers to migration impacting the entire fish
community. This is contrary to assessment criteria of other barrier prioritisations that
are heavily biased towards particular fish families, economically important fish species
or specific river reaches (Kemp & O’Hanley, 2010). Subjective prioritisations,
particularly those focused on primarily high value species, inadvertently create
environmental conditions unsuitable for some sections of the fish community, either
by upsetting the balance of predator to prey relationships or by disadvantaging fish
species that occupy specialised trophic niches fundamental to aquatic eco-system
functioning. Barrier prioritisations that only investigate particular river reaches or subsections of catchments also have the potential to neglect or inadequately investigate
downstream barriers (Moore and Marsden 2008). This is particularly pertinent as a
single downstream barrier may be preventing or delaying sections of the fish
community from reaching upstream habitats.
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The current barrier prioritisation is based on a score and rank system that utilises the
three stages of decision making criteria in-conjunction with an automated GIS process.
The selection criteria process has taken into consideration the importance of various
migration patterns and the likelihood of localised extinctions caused by the barrier. As
a result the process was designed to favour barriers located close to the Mekong River.
Barriers located close to the Mekong River will affect a greater number of species and
may prevent species from migrating upstream to feed or breed. This can result in
profound long term consequences, as a large portion of recruits can be lost if adults
cannot find suitable spawning habitat and juveniles are unable to find suitable nursery
habitats. If fish passage is prevented year after year, fish populations can be severely
diminished and over time lead to localised species extinction (Larinier 2001). The
impact of barriers on the large fish communities close to the Mekong River is
considered to be more critical than the effect on the smaller fish communities in the
headwater streams, as these headwater streams have much greater gradients that
create natural barriers.
The end product of the barrier prioritisation process is a list of the top ranked barriers
to fish passage in the Xe Champhone catchment in southern Lao P.D.R..

3.1.

Stage 1: GIS – Spatial and Temporal Habitat
Characteristics

Stage 1 of the barrier prioritisation incorporates a desktop GIS process to efficiently
investigate spatial and temporal habitat characteristics associated with each potential
barrier on a whole of catchment basis. The initial utilisation of GIS enables the
prioritisation process to assess tens of thousands of potential barriers* and
systematically rank them. This first step is critical to the prioritisations success, as it
identifies every potential barrier and allows on-ground resources to be directed
towards assessing the most important of these first.
This initial GIS process allows the prioritisation to set an achievable target of potential
barriers to be ground truthed in stage 2 of the process. The availability of resources
typically determines the size of this inventory, if resources are unlimited than all
potential barriers could be ground truthed. However, due to the large size, sparse
population, high numbers of barriers and limited funding streams for fisheries based
riverine restoration projects, this is rarely achievable. Therefore the ability of GIS to
rapidly assess large amounts of geospatial vector data for each potential barrier and
produce a list of the top ranked barriers after stage 1 is invaluable.
Stage 1 of the Xe Champhone prioritisation process used a desktop computer installed
with ArcMap 10.1 GIS software. To initially identify potential barriers raster data in the
form of satellite imagery and aerial photography was used in ArcMap. Due to the poor
imagery coverage across some areas of the Xe Champhone catchment, Google Earth
imagery was also used. Vector data in the form of stream and road network shapefiles

* All ‘barriers’ are potential barriers until they have been accurately identified
in the field as actual barriers in stage 2.
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were then acquired from the Mekong River Commission (MRC). Vector data was then
imported into both ArcMap and Google Earth to assist in identifying potential barriers.
In both ArcMap and Google Earth a potential barrier waypoint was created at the
intersection of road and stream network data files. Waypoints were also created at the
intersection of waterbodies and roads that were not part of the data set but easily
identified using the imagery. Waypoints were also assigned to obvious barriers such
as dams and wetland regulators and likely potential barriers such as small weirs that
were identified using the imagery. In-addition to potential barriers identified using
raster and vector data sets, further potential barrier information was obtained from a
range of sources, including government departments, water board authorities and
local communities. Each potential barrier waypoint created in ArcMap and Google
Earth was assigned a unique georeferenced identification number that remained with
the barrier through-out the three stage process. Each identification number links to its
own geospatial database that stores location and geometry data for each individual
potential barrier.
Identified potential barriers were then assessed against five geospatial questions
relating to the barriers position in the catchment, type and amount of available
upstream habitat, size and area of stream (stream network or stream order) and
number of barriers downstream. Each potential barrier was then assigned a score (i.e.
1 - 10) depending on how well the criteria was answered for each of the geospatial
questions. Scores for all questions were combined and totalled and the final rank after
stage 1 determined, i.e. highest total score becoming the highest ranking barrier in
stage 1.
The following attributes were fundamental for a potential in-stream barriers to score
well in stage 1 of the selection criteria process:
a. Located on a large river or wetland,
b. Minimal to no barriers located downstream,
c. Good catchment condition, i.e. minimal adverse surrounding landuse practices,
d. Large area of available upstream habitat (amount of habitat opened up above the
barrier to the next barrier or top of catchment if the barrier is remediated).
e. Barrier located in the lower reaches of the river system, i.e. close to the Mekong
mainstream.

3.1.1. Stage 1 Selection Criteria Questions
Question 1. - Stream Type
The first stage 1 GIS question determined the type of waterbody the barrier was
located on i.e. major river/wetland, medium river/wetland and small stream/wetland
and associated surface water hydrology classification (permanent or intermittent).
Permanent major river/wetland scored the highest, followed by permanent medium
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river/wetland. Small intermittent stream/wetland scored the lowest. Barriers located on
small ephemeral waterways with a stream order of one were deleted from the process.
Stream/wetland size is powerful habitat proxy. Large streams/wetlands generally
contain a greater complexity of habitats, higher diversity and abundance of fish
species and larger additional subsistence and economically profitable fish species
than small streams/wetlands (ICUN 2011).
Waterbody Category

Score

a. Permanent major river/Wetland ≥ 400 hectares

10

b. Permanent medium river or stream/Wetland 30 – 399 h

7

c. Intermittent small stream/Wetland 1 – 30 h
d. Small ephemeral stream order one

2
Removed
from
process

Question 2 - Catchment Condition
This question determined the percentage (%) of intensive landuse within the subcatchment the barrier is located in. The two sub-catchments used for this question
included the Xe Xangxoy and Xe Champhone. A landuse shapefile for Lao P.D.R. was
acquired from the MRC. Using ArcMap, landuse data was then clipped to the Xe
Champhone catchment. Intensive landuse practices were then grouped together and
total intensive landuse calculated. Intensive landuse categories included: rice ,
agricultural plantation, other agricultural land and urban or built up area. Subcatchments with minimal intensive landuse scored higher.
Catchment Condition

Score

a. 1 - 1.9%

intensive landuse

5

b. 2 – 9.9%

intensive landuse

4

c. 10 – 24.9 % intensive landuse

3

d. 25 – 34.9% intensive landuse

2

e. ≥ 35 %

1

intensive landuse

Question 3 - Upstream Habitat (waterbody area in hectares)
This step looked at the waterbody area (ha) opened up by remediation, upstream of
the barrier to the next barrier or top of catchment. If it is the uppermost barrier (there
must be barriers downstream) then 2 points are taken off the score to balance the area
available upstream of the last barrier (lowest score possible is 0).
To calculate upstream waterbody area, each stream category was assigned an
average width. Average widths were based on the average width of each stream
category. Permanent major rivers were calculated to have an average width of 100
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meters, permanent medium rivers an average width of 12 meters and intermittent small
streams an average width of 4 meters. Total length of stream upstream from the
potential barrier to the next barrier or top of catchment was calculated in ArcMap.
Stream length was then multiplied by the average width to determine the area in
square kilometres. Square kilometres were then converted into hectares. Area of
upstream habitat for a wetland barrier was determined by calculating the area of the
wetland plus the area of any tributaries flowing into the wetland until the top of the
catchment or next barrier. Barriers with larger areas of available upstream habitats
received a higher score.
Waterbody Area Upstream (hectares)

Score

a. ≥ 500

5

b. 200 - 499

4

c. 100 - 199

3

d. 10 - 99

2

e. 0 - 9

1

Question 4 - Number of Barriers Downstream
What is the total number of potential barriers downstream in a direct path to the
confluence with the Mekong River?
Total Number of Barriers Downstream

Score

a. No potential barriers downstream

7

b. One potential barrier downstream

5

c. Two to four potential barriers downstream

3

d. Five to nine potential barriers downstream

2

e. Ten or more potential barriers downstream

1

Question 5 - Sub-Catchment Characteristics
What is the waterbody area (ha) upstream of the potential barrier as a proportion (%)
of the total waterbody area (ha) within the entire catchment?
Stream area (ha) upstream of the potential barrier includes all tributary streams above
the location of the potential barrier to the top of the catchment. Entire catchment
includes the area (ha) of all streams within the entire Xe Champhone catchment which
had been calculated for question 3. This question assigns more points to potential
barriers that are preventing or obstructing large areas of upstream habitat. The first
barriers low down in the catchment with the greatest area of upstream habitat score
well.
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Area of upstream habitat as a proportion of entire catchment
a. 50+ %

Score

of total catchment

7

b. 30 – 49 % of total catchment

5

c. 10 – 29 % of total catchment

3

d. 5 – 9 %

of total catchment

2

e. ≤ 4 %

of total catchment

1

3.2.

Stage 2: Ecological and Physical Condition

Stage 2 of the prioritisation process involved ground-truthing the top 105 priority
ranked potential barriers after stage 1. The scope of the initial ground-truthing
inventory was determined by the amount of available resources, which limited the
mapping to the top 105 sites This is as an achievable number of sites for a small team
to visit and will derive a large enough list to support rehabilitation efforts for a number
of years. To achieve this a small team of qualified fisheries biologists and students
from the National University of Laos used laptop computers installed with Oziexplorer
mapping software and a Geographical Position System (GPS) tracking system. Road
and stream network vector data was imported into Oziexplorer to assist with locating
potential barriers. Potential barriers were located via mapping software and GPS, then
accessed via a vehicle or on foot. Barrier status was then determined i.e. is it barrier
or non barrier? Non barriers (ie those determined to have no impact on fish passage
at any stage of the hydrograph) were removed from the process, while actual barriers
were assessed further on a range of ecological social and physical criteria. The
information collected from this ground-truthing was fed into stage 2 and 3 of the
prioritisation.
Important barrier information gathered included; barrier dimensions, headwater and
tailwater levels, access for heavy machinery, Naiban (village chief) support, observed
fish species, structure owners, and importance to the community. Additional
information such as the assessor’s name, date of assessment, photos and video
details, stream and barrier name, date and coordinates of the barrier were also
recorded.
For a stage 2 score, all barriers were assigned a score based on ‘how well’ they
answered the criteria for each of a further five questions. All scores were collated and
added to the stage 1 score to determine a refined list of barriers after stage 2. The
following attributes are fundamental for in-stream barriers to score well in the second
stage of the selection criteria process:
a. High transparency of the barrier to migrating fish
b. Stream with high quality catchment with excellent riparian condition,
c. Natural, permanent and non-polluted flow,
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d. Diverse and abundant in-stream habitat,
e. Important site to local fishers
The barrier with the highest combined score became the highest ranking barrier.

3.2.1. Stage 2 Selection Criteria Questions
Question 6. - Transparency of barrier to fish passage
The transparency of a barrier to fish passage reflects what proportion of the fish
community is able to pass the barrier when migrating upstream. The transparency of
a barrier is determined by the size of the barrier and the flows that occur in the stream
it is built on. High barriers such as dams without fishways are not considered
transparent, even on large streams, as fish are not able to migrate upstream past them
on any flows. Weirs have varying levels of transparency depending on their height and
the size of the stream they are built on. A low weir on a large stream will drown out
more frequently than a large weir on a small stream, allowing greater upstream
migration opportunities and therefore much higher transparency levels. Culverts are
generally more transparent as fish can pass these barriers on all but the lowest of
flows. Barriers were categorised by their size and type, with the higher the
transparency of the barrier the higher the score
Barrier type

Score

a. Wetland Regulator ≥ 3 m high

5

b. Dam or Weir ≥ 3m or Wetland Regulator 1.5 - 3 m

4

c. Dam or Weir 1.5m – 3m or Wetland Regulator ≤ 1.5m or Culvert or
Pipes ≤60% of stream width

3

d. Dam or Weir ≤ 1.5m high or culvert or pipes ≥ 60% of stream width

2

e. No Barrier – DO NOT SCORE REMAINING CRITERIA

-

.
Question 7 – Stream Condition
The stream condition at the site is important to the fish community, as a healthy
catchment has greater numbers of fish than degraded catchments.
Stream condition

Score

a. Pristine-Undisturbed (no clearing of rip veg, bank alteration, etc)

5

b. Low Disturbance (≤ 25% of upstream areas altered)

4

c. Moderate Disturbance (25-50% of upstream areas altered)

3

d. High Disturbance (51-75% of upstream altered)

2

e. Very High Disturbance (≥ 75% of upstream altered)

1
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Question 8 – Stream Flow and Waterhole Permanence.
Streams that maintain water flow and waterholes throughout the year have greater
year-round carrying capacity and therefore greater long-term fisheries productivity.
This question identifies those sites with the greatest potential for high value fisheries,
with sites with year round good quality water scoring higher.
Water Supply/Quantity

Score

a. Un-regulated, permanent

5

b. Regulated Permanent (via supplemented flow)

4

c. Stream occasionally dries up with refuge pools

3

d. Stream dries seasonally with refuge pools

2

e. Stream dries seasonally with no refuge pools

1

Question 9 - Instream Habitat for Migratory Fish Species Upstream of Barrier
Site
The presence of good quality instream habitat will improve the productivity of the
fisheries in that stream. The presence of weed beds, woody debris and riparian
vegetation provide food and shelter for fish and improve the likelihood of there being
healthy and productive fish communities. Streams that had high levels of instream
habitat scored higher.
Instream Habitat

Score

a. Excellent. Diverse and abundant in-stream fish habitat

5

b. Good. Reasonable amount of suitable in-stream fish habitat

4

c. Moderate amount of suitable in-stream fish habitat

3

d. Poor. Little suitable in-stream fish habitat

2

e. Very poor. Little or no suitable in-stream fish habitat

1

Question 10 - Importance to Local Community of Fishing at Barrier
The importance of a barrier to the local fishing community was intrinsically linked to
the number of fish that were being negatively affected by the barrier during their
migrations. Barriers that had large numbers of fish present below them were more
heavily fished than those barriers with few fish. This question identified particular sites
where there were large numbers of fish that if provided free passage could increase
productivity. This provided an indication of where the rehabilitation of fish passage
would have the greatest benefit to the community. Sites that had high levels of fishing
pressure scored higher, whiles sites with closures or co-management scored higher.
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Importance to Local Fishers

Score

a. Most important fishing location (for village)

5

b. Regularly fish, second most important fishing location

4

c. Occasionally fished

3

d. Minimal fishing effort

2

e. Never fished

1

3.3.
Stage 3: Social and Economic
Considerations
The third and final stage of the prioritisation process involves further analysis of data
collected during ground truthing that determine the social and economic benefits of
remediating each barrier. This step is extremely important in determining whether the
cost of construction is justified by the social and biological benefits the fishway will
generate for both local community and the environment. In stage 3 the refined list of
barriers is further analysed after stage 2 of the prioritisation. Like stage 1 and 2,
barriers in stage 3 are assigned a score based on ‘how well’ they answer each of the
four stage 3 selection criteria questions. The following attributes were fundamental for
in-stream barriers to score well in the third stage of the selection criteria process:
a. Low cost to remediate barrier,
b. Simple fishway design with minimal engineering required,
c. Resultant highly effective fishway design that can pass many fish
d. Fisheries productivity gains across many villages,
A very important aspect of this third stage of the process was considering the net
benefits of fixing the barrier versus the economic cost of the remediation. As much of
the fish passage remediation works will be funded by NGO’s whose funding capacity
is often quite limited, this stage of the prioritisation is important in understanding which
barrier can be affordably fixed in line with resources. Smaller structures are cheaper
to construct and are often the most cost effective for the investor.

3.3.1. Stage 3 Selection Criteria Questions
Question 11 – Estimated Cost of Construction
As funds for fishway construction are generally limited, it is important to ensure that
the best value is achieved with each fishway. To ensure this, fishways that are lower
in cost score higher points than those that are expensive to build.
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Estimated Cost

Score

a. Low cost small/low nature-like fishway (<0.8m) or short culvert
baffles (<0.8m)

5

b. Low-moderate cost small/high nature-like fishway (0.8-1.5m) or low
height technical fishway (<0.8m) or tall culvert baffles (>0.8m)

4

c. Moderate cost high nature-like fishway (1.5-2.0m) or medium/low
height technical fishway (0.8-1.5m)

3

d. Moderate-high cost large/low height technical fishway (>1.5m)

2

e. High cost large/high height technical fishway (>1.5m)

1

Question 12 – Technical Viability of Construction
How easy it is to build a fishway has a large impact on the viability of the project. If
fishways are located on sites that are far from services and in rugged terrain, their
construction can be difficult to manage. Sites that are easy to build at and fishway
designs that require minimal engineering therefore score a higher score.
Technical Viability

Score

a. Simple installation of current design, with easy access and limited
engineering required

5

b. Simple installation of current design, with difficult access or
thorough engineering required

4

c. Modest installation of current design, with easy access and limited
engineering required

3

d. Modest installation of current design, with difficult access or
thorough engineering required

2

e. Complex installation and engineering or a new concept design

1

Question 13 – Productivity Benefits of Constructing a Fishway
The benefit to the local community that can be derived from the improvements to
fisheries productivity is highly important within the Xe Champhone catchment as many
families rely on fish supplies for the protein and calcium in their diets (ICUN 2011).
Ensuring that sites are rehabilitated which can boost the fisheries productivity for the
local community is a high priority. Sites that are close to villages likely to benefit from
fish passage remediation score a higher score than those sites far away from villages.
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Productivity Benefits

Score

a. Benefit to a number of villages within 3km

5

b. Benefit to a single village within 3km

4

c. Benefit to villages within 5km

3

d. Benefit to villages within 10km

2

e. No villages nearby to gain from improved production

1

Question 14 – Effectiveness of Providing Fish Passage at the Site.
The effectiveness of fish passage at any one site is influenced by a number of factors.
As most fishways that will be installed in the future are retrofits to existing structures,
the fishways that can be installed at the site will always be a compromise due to the
limitations of the existing structure. Depending on what that structure is and how it is
required to operate, the installation of a fishway may be difficult, or very simple. The
ability of a potential fishway designed for that barrier to pass all fish on all flows can
be determined, by the type of structure, type of fishway and flows expected within the
system. Structures that can have simple fishway designs that can operate over a wide
range of flows will score higher as they have a better ability to pass fish.
Effectiveness
a. All species at all migration flows will be able to pass
b. All species a most migration flows or many species at all migration
flows will be able to pass
c. All species at some migration flows or some species at all migration
flows will be able to pass
d. some species at some migration flows or few species at all
migration flows will be able to pass
e. some species on a narrow range of flows will pass

Score
5
4
3
2
1

A score was assigned to each answer and once all the barriers had been analysed,
scores were collated. Scores for all 3 stages were then collated, with the highest
scoring barrier becoming the top priority ranked barrier to fish migration in the Xe
Champhone catchment. The end result of the third stage is a list of the top 30 barriers
to fish migration in the Xe Champhone region in order of highest priority (see Appendix
1).
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4. Results
4.1.

Stage 1

A total of 798 potential in-stream barriers to fish migration were identified in the Xe
Champhone catchment. An initial elimination process removed 243 potential barriers
on small intermittent streams (stream order one) with minimal fishery value. This
process left 555 potential barriers to be analysed further in stage one. The highest
score achieved in stage one was 28 (Table 1). This was achieved by the first potential
barrier located on the Xe Champhone upstream from the Mekong mainstream.
Table 1. Number of potential barriers at each scoring level from highest to lowest
Score

No. of potential barriers

Score

No. of potential barriers

28

1

21

5

27

5

20

2

26

2

19

7

25

4

18

3

24

2

17

6

23

2

16

2

22

6

15 or less

508

The highest ranked barriers were generally clustered around the lower Xe Champhone
wetlands (Figure 12), however there were a number of barriers on main stream
channels higher in the system that also ranked highly in the prioritisation.
Table 2. The top ten barriers in the Xe Champhone after stage 1 of the prioritisation.
Stage
1 Rank
1

Barrier
ID
2328

2

Stream name

Barrier Type

Xe Xangxoy

Medium Weir

2343

Xe Xangxoy

Low Weir

3

75

H. Souy

Medium Weir

4

67

H. Makmi

Large Weir

5

77

H Souy (Anabrach)

Bund Wall & Regulator

6

76

H Souy (Anabrach)

Bund Wall & Regulator

7

215

H Salongkhiang

Dropboard Weir

8

32

H. Sala

Medium Weir

9

68

H. Makmi

Drop Board Weir

10

6005

Xe Champhone anabranch

Low weir

28

Figure 12. Location of all potential barriers in the Xe Champhone catchment. Pink
dots indicate potential barriers deleted in stage one due to inadequate habitat and
small stream size. Green dots indicate a barrier that has been assessed but not visited
as they are a low priority (450). While Red dots indicate a high priority barrier that has
been field assessed (105).
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4.2.

Stage 2

A total of 105 potential barriers were validated in the field (figure 12) during the second
stage of the prioritisation. Of the validated potential barriers, 61 (59%) were identified
as barriers to fish migration, while 43 potential barriers (41%) were identified as nonbarriers. The 61 barriers to fish migration were then priority ranked (Table 3) in
accordance with the ecological and physical criteria set out for stage two, before
advancing to stage three of the prioritisation process.
Table 3. The top 25 confirmed barriers and their rank in order of priority after Stage 2
of GIS Prioritisation process.
Stage
2 Rank
1

Barrier
ID
2328

2

Stream name

Barrier Type

Xe Xangxoy

Medium Weir

2343

Xe Xangxoy

Low Weir

3

68

H. Makmi

Drop Board weir

4

6005

Xe Champhone anabranch

Low weir

5

75

H. Souy

Medium Weir

6

67

H. Makmi

High Weir

7

77

H. Souy (Anabrach)

Bund Wall & Regulator

8

2471

H. Thouat

High Dam

9

32

H. Sala

Medium Weir

10

6014

H. Payong

High Weir

11

51

Unnamed (near B. Toumgne)

Low Weir

12

79

H. Bak

Regulator

13

114

H. Kalang

Dropboard Weir

14

215

H. Salongkhiang

Dropboard Weir

15

80

H. Lat

Dropboard Weir

16

6112

Unnamed (near B. Bak)

Medium Weir

17

76

H. Souy (Anabrach)

Bund Wall & Regulator

18

2274

H. Pakho

Dropboard Weir

19

73

Wetland Sth B. Kengkok-Dong

Wetland Bund

20

43

H. Payong

Medium Weir

21

116

H. Kalang

Medium Weir

22

94

Unnamed (near B. Nongpham)

Wetland Bund

23

104

Unnamed (near B. Nongpham)

Wetland Bund

24

74

Unnamed (near B. Kengkok-Kang)

Wetland Bund

25

193

Unnamed (near B. Nongpham)

Wetland Bund
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Figure 13. Location of the top 61 barriers for remediation, refined after stage 2 of the
barrier prioritisation process.
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4.3.

Stage 3

The third and final stage of the barrier prioritisation process involved analysing the top
61 barriers after stage two of the process with a number of economic, social and
technical criteria. Each of the 61 barriers were prioritised in accordance with the
scoring system set out for stage three of the process. The end product of the
prioritisation process is a priority list of the top 26 ranked barriers to fish passage in
the Xe Champhone catchment requiring future remediation (Table 4 and Figure 14).
The final ranking had a number of barriers with equal scores, as such the list of the
top 26 barriers is grouped around these equal scores, hence the ranking can miss
individual ranks.
Table 4. Final ranking for the top 26 priority barriers in the Xe Champhone.
Stage
3 Rank
1

Barrier
ID
2328

1

Stream name

Barrier Type

Xe Xangxoy

Med Weir

2343

Xe Xangxoy

Low Weir

3

51

Unnamed (near B. Toumgne)

Low Weir

3

68

H. Makmi

Drop Board Weir

3

6005

Xe Champhone anabranch

Low weir

6

75

H. Souy

Med Weir

7

114

H. Kalang

Dropboard Weir

8

80

H. Lat

Dropboard Weir

8

215

H. Salongkhiang

Dropboard Weir

8

32

H. Sala

Med Weir

11

6112

Unnamed (near B. Bak)

Med Weir

11

6014

H. Payong

High Weir

11

67

H. Makmi

High Weir

14

73

Wetland Sth B. Kengkok-Dong

Wetland Bund

14

77

H. Souy (Anabrach)

Bund Wall & Regulator

16

116

H. Kalang

Med Weir

16

76

H. Souy (Anabrach)

Bund Wall & Regulator

16

79

H. Bak

Regulator

19

2274

H. Pakho

Dropboard Weir

20

43

H. Payong

Med Weir

20

2471

H. Thouat

High Dam

22

639

H. Chelamlong

Med Weir

22

193

Unnamed (near B. Nongpham)

Wetland Bund

22

91

Unnamed (near B. Nongpham)

Wetland Bund

22

74

Unnamed (near B. Kengkok-Kang)

Wetland Bund

22

94

Unnamed (near B. Nongpham)

Wetland Bund
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Figure 14. Final rank (inside barrier) and location of the top 26 barriers to fish migration
in the Xe Champhone catchment for fish passage construction.
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5. Discussion
The study identified a total of 798 potential barriers to upstream fish passage. Many
of these potential barriers were located on small streams which provide very little fish
habitat. As a result of this, all barriers located on stream order 1’s in low rainfall areas
were eliminated during the first step of the automated GIS prioritisation process. This
reduced the total potential barriers considered to 555.
The GIS program then prioritised the remaining potential barriers to fish migration in
accordance with the biological criteria set out for the GIS stage of the process. It then
went onto ground truth the top 105 ranked barriers in the field. All of the top 105 ranked
potential barriers chosen for field validation were assessed, with 61 of these being
actual barriers to fish migration, while 44 did not affect fish passage as they were
structures such as bridges or natural rock structures that provided sufficient fish
passage opportunities.
Through the prioritisation process the barriers were ranked according to the impact
that they are having on the fish communities of the Xe Champhone catchment and the
cost and technical feasibility of rehabilitation of fish passage at the site. From this a list
of top priority barriers according to the 3 stage process has been developed. This list
(See Appendix 1) provides a guide to the places where targeted rehabilitation of fish
passage will have the greatest benefit to the fisheries and local communities of the
region. The list contains many significant barriers in the region, as well as a number of
smaller barriers that while having less impact are cheaper and simpler to fix.
The prioritisation of barriers to migration that was undertaken in the Xe Champhone
was adapted from a process that has been undertaken in a number of catchments in
Tropical northern Australia (Moore and Marsden 2008, O’Brien et. al. 2010). The
transfer of this process into the Lower Mekong Basin had a number of potential risks.
The main issue was the limited access to suitable data and imagery. Currently much
of the satellite imagery available in Lao P.D.R. is of a poor standard for the
identification of barriers, however this situation is improving all the time, with future
prioritisations likely to be significantly easier due to the availability of new imagery,
including free imagery. It may be that in this prioritisation there are other high priority
barriers that have not been identified. However by combining the imagery with the
knowledge of the local irrigation officials this risk has been minimised. The availability
of datasets that have existing information on barriers is also limited in this region, but
this is less problematic than for the imagery as this information only makes the
processing of barriers easier and is not as critical as locating the barrier in the first
place. Even with these limitations, the process was successfully implemented in the
Lao P.D.R., providing the first barrier prioritisation in the Lower Mekong Basin.
Through this we have demonstrated the potential for further application of the
technique to other catchments throughout the region.
With the Xe Champhone prioritisation completed and a list of recommended sites for
rehabilitation of fish passage (Appendix 1), Government Departments and NGOs can
now move forward with an investment program that looks to source funds to implement
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options outlined for each structure in the priority list. It should be recognised that the
list is a guide only and on-ground conditions may make some sites more or less
achievable. For example some of the structures have funding for fish passage
infrastructure already in progress and as such will be completed first, regardless of
their ranking in this prioritisation. In all cases the feasibility of rehabilitation of a site
should be investigated thoroughly prior to any design or construction investment being
undertaken, to ensure that providing passage at the barrier maximises improvements
for the fish community and also provides the most cost effective remediation for
investors.
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6. Conclusion
The study has highlighted that numerous existing barriers are impacting on fish and
fisheries in the Xe Champhone catchment. The majority of the 220 species of fish in
the Xe Champhone require free access along waterways and out onto wetlands and
floodplains in order to complete their life-cycle. Fish are moving at all flows and at all
times of the year when there are flows, in both upstream and downstream directions
but this peaks during the wet season. Barriers to these fish movements have the
potential to impact on fish populations both in terms of productivity and of genetic
health. These fish are an important food resource to the people living within the Xe
Champhone catchment.
Several different types of instream infrastructure were identified including structures
servicing agriculture in the catchments. There are hundreds of these structures and
the majority of these have been located and mapped for this project. A barrier
prioritisation methodology developed for catchments in Australia has been
successfully translated to Laos. The prioritisation process identifies where restoration
of fish passage (ie. at which barriers) will have the most benefit. Criteria specific to
the region have been devised so that the outcome gives best value for the people and
biota of the Xe Champhone system.
While the standard of the input imagery was sub-optimal in some areas, efforts were
made to address this using local knowledge and input, which has been key to the
success of this project and for any future on-ground works. Existing fishway technology
used at barriers in Australian waterways is considered applicable to barriers on the Xe
Champhone.
A data set now exists for all the barriers assessed in the project and a working list of
the 26 top priority barriers is available for future investment, although this list could be
added to in the future using the existing data set. Restoration of fish passage at these
priority barriers will have the best outcome for fish populations and fisheries
productivity, while being technically and financially feasible. The list should be used
as a guide, depending on the resources and imperatives of the investor and further
feasibility assessments are recommended before expenditure on design or
construction for a particular site.
The prioritisation demonstrated what while there are hundreds of barriers within the
Xe Champhone catchment, remediation of a small number of the highest priority
barriers will significantly increase the habitat available to fish. By restoring fish
passage to these priority sites, free passage between the Mekong River and the Xe
Champhone and Xe Xangxoy rivers and their wetlands and floodplains will be greatly
enhanced, maximizing the fish habitat value of these systems and ensuring that the
local communities of the Xe Champhone have access to healthy and productive
fisheries.
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7. Recommendations
An investment strategy should be developed for the highest priority sites based on the
information contained within this report
This investment strategy should be promoted with suitable NGO’s and Government
officials to attain funding for fish passage rehabilitation at these sites
Negotiations should be commenced with the appropriate groups (ie local irrigation
officials) to permit rehabilitation of the highest priority sites.
Once funding is secured:
a) Detailed sites surveys should be undertaken at each site to provide
information for fishway designers
b) Suitably qualified companies/individuals should be contracted to
produce designs for each of the fishways
c) Suitable local contractors should be employed to construct the fishway
under supervision of the fishway designer
d) Ongoing maintenance agreements should be drawn up with the
structure owners
e) Monitoring programs should be established to ensure the success of
any fishway installed.
Further prioritisations should be undertaken in other catchments to assist with
determining where investment in fish passage remediation should be undertaken in
those catchments.
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8. Glossary
Arcmap – The main component of Esri's ArcGIS suite of geospatial processing
programs, it is used primarily to view, edit, create, and analyse geospatial data.
Dipterocarp forest – A forest largely dominated by tropical hardwood trees that are
long-lived and can grow to exceptional sizes.
Georeferenced - Geographic/spatial data that identifies a specific location on earth.
Geospatial - Relating to or denoting data that is associated with a particular location.
Google Earth – A virtual globe, map and geographical information program that maps
the Earth by the superimposition of images obtained from satellite imagery, aerial
photography and GIS 3D globe.
Naiban – Village leader
Oziexplorer - A raster navigation and mapping software for Windows. It is very popular
among off-road drivers and adventure travellers as it allows to use and create custom
maps for remote locations that are not fully covered by major map providers.
Potamodromous - fish species whose migrations occur wholly within freshwater for
breeding and other purposes.
Shapefile - is a popular geospatial vector data format for geographic information
system software. It is developed and regulated by Esri as a open specification for data
interoperability among Esri and other GIS software products.
Vector Data - A data model based on the representation of geographical objects by
Cartesian co- ordinates, commonly used to represent linear features. Each feature is
represented by a series of co- ordinates which define its shape, and which can have
linked information.
Waypoint - A set of coordinates that identify a point in physical space.
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9. Acronyms
ACIAR – Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research
LMB – Lower Mekong Basin
MRC – Mekong River Commission
NGO – Non-government Organisation
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11. Appendix 1: Top 26 barriers
Rank

1

Barrier Id number

2328

Stream Name

Xe Xangxoy

Barrier Type

Med Weir

Barrier Height

2.0m

Approximate cost

1.7km South
Ban NakangXe
Vertical Slot
Fishway
$200,000.00

Rank

1

Barrier Id number

2343

Stream Name

Xe Xangxoy

Barrier Type

Low Weir

Barrier Height

1.3m

Location
Fishway Option

Location

Fishway Option

500m west
Ban KalongNua 40km
west of
Normanton
Vertical Slot
Fishway

Approximate cost

$75,000.00

Rank

3

Barrier Id number

51

Stream Name
Barrier Type
Barrier Height
Location
Fishway Option
Approximate cost

Unnamed
(near B.
Toumgne)
Dropboard
Weir
1.8m
2.7km South
Ban Toumgne
Vertical Slot
Fishway
$75 000.00
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Rank

3

Barrier Id number

68

Stream Name

H. Makmi

Barrier Type

Regulator

Barrier Height

2.0m

Location
Fishway Option

500m N.E. Ban
Laomat
Vertical Slot
Fishway

Approximate cost

$75 000.00

Rank

3

Barrier Id number

6005

Barrier Type

Xe
Champhone
anabranch
Low weir

Barrier Height

1.3m

Stream Name

Approximate cost

5.2km S.W.
Ban
Naholouang
Vertical Slot
Fishway
$75 000.00

Rank

6

Barrier Id number

75

Stream Name

H. Souy

Barrier Type

Med Weir

Barrier Height

2.5m

Location
Fishway Option

Location
Fishway Option

Approximate cost

1.2km N.E.
Ban Dongneng
Concrete cone
Fishway
$85 000.00
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Rank

7

Barrier Id number

114

Stream Name

H. Kalang

Barrier Type

Dropboard
Weir

Barrier Height

1.3m

Fishway Option

3.3km West
Ban Phonkho
Baffles

Approximate cost

$5 000.00

Rank

8

Barrier Id number

80

Stream Name

H. Lat

Barrier Type

Dropboard
Weir

Barrier Height

1.3m

Location

Fishway Option

2.0km East
Ban Kengkok
Baffles

Approximate cost

$5 000.00

Rank

8

Barrier Id number

215

Location

Stream Name
Barrier Type
Barrier Height
Location
Fishway Option
Approximate cost

H.
Salongkhiang
Dropboard
Weir
2.5m
2.0km N.E Ban
Kengkok
Vertical Slot
Fishway
$150 000.00

43

Rank

8

Barrier Id number

32

Stream Name

H. Sala

Barrier Type

Med Weir

Barrier Height

1.5m

Location
Fishway Option

2.4km N.E.
Ban Songkhon
Vertical Slot
Fishway

Approximate cost

$75,000.00

Rank

11

Barrier Id number

6112

Barrier Type

Unnamed
(near B. Bak)
Med weir

Barrier Height

1.5m

Stream Name

Approximate cost

1km North Ban
Kengkok
Concrete cone
Fishway
$100,000.00

Rank

11

Barrier Id number

6014

Stream Name

H. Payong

Barrier Type

High Weir

Barrier Height

3.3m

Location
Fishway Option

Location
Fishway Option
Approximate cost

4.5km N.E of
Ban
Donsavang
Concrete cone
Fishway
$150,000.00

44

Rank

11

Barrier Id number

67

Stream Name

H. Makmi

Barrier Type

High Weir

Barrier Height

3.5m

Location
Fishway Option

3.6km N.E.
Ban Khoklo
Concrete cone
Fishway

Approximate cost

$150,000.00

Rank

14

Barrier Id number

73

Barrier Type

Wetland Sth B.
Kengkok-Dong
Wetland Bund

Barrier Height

0.8m

Stream Name

Location
Fishway Option

1km Sth Ban
Kengkok
Rock Ramp
Fishway

Approximate cost

$10,000.00

Rank

14

Barrier Id number

77

Stream Name
Barrier Type
Barrier Height
Location
Fishway Option
Approximate cost

H. Souy
(Anabrach)
Bund Wall &
Regulator
3.0m
800m West
Ban Xakhun
Concrete cone
Fishway
$150,000.00
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Rank

16

Barrier Id number

116

Stream Name

H. Kalang

Barrier Type

Med Weir

Barrier Height

1.8m

Location
Fishway Option

2.5km S.W.
Ban Taleo
Concrete cone
Fishway

Approximate cost

$45 000.00

Rank

16

Barrier Id number

76

Stream Name
Barrier Type
Barrier Height

H. Souy
(Anabrach)
Bund Wall &
Regulator
4.0m

Approximate cost

1.4km West
Ban Xakhun
Concrete cone
Fishway
$150,000.00

Rank

16

Barrier Id number

79

Stream Name

H. Bak

Barrier Type

Regulator

Barrier Height

5.0m

Location
Fishway Option

Location
Fishway Option

Approximate cost

1.6km North
Ban Kengkok
Vertical Slot
Fishway
$150,000.00

46

Rank

19

Barrier Id number

2274

Stream Name

H. Pakho

Barrier Type

Drop Board
Weir

Barrier Height

2.8m

Location
Fishway Option

3.2km South
Ban Pasit
Concrete cone
Fishway

Approximate cost

$150,000.00

Rank

20

Barrier Id number

43

Stream Name

H. Payong

Barrier Type

Med Weir

Barrier Height

3.5m

Location
Fishway Option

6.7km N.E.
Ban
Dongsavang
Concrete cone
Fishway

Approximate cost

$150,000.00

Rank

20

Barrier Id number

2471

Stream Name

H. Thouat

Barrier Type

High Dam

Barrier Height

20.0m

Location
Fishway Option
Approximate cost

4.4km East
Ban Thuat
Concrete cone
Fishway
$450,000.00

47

Rank

22

Barrier Id number

639

Stream Name

H. Chelamong

Barrier Type

Med Weir

Barrier Height

2.2m

Location
Fishway Option

2.8km East
Ban
Chelamong
Concrete cone
Fishway

Approximate cost

$100,000.00

Rank

22

Barrier Id number

193

Barrier Type

Unnamed
(near B.
Nongpham
Wetland Bund

Barrier Height

4.0m

Stream Name

Approximate cost

4.5km S.W.
Ban
Nongpham
Concrete cone
Fishway
$200,000.00

Rank

22

Barrier Id number

91

Location
Fishway Option

Barrier Type

Unnamed
(near B.
Nongpham)
Wetland Bund

Barrier Height

2.5m

Stream Name

Location
Fishway Option
Approximate cost

4.5km S.W.
Ban
Nongpham
Concrete cone
Fishway
$100,000.00
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Rank

22

Barrier Id number

74

Barrier Type

Unnamed
(near B.
KengkokKang)
Wetland Bund

Barrier Height

1.2m

Stream Name

Location
Fishway Option

500m South
Ban Kengkok
Rock Ramp
Fishway

Approximate cost

$10,000.00

Rank

22

Barrier Id number

94

Barrier Type

Unnamed
(near B.
Nongpham)
Wetland Bund

Barrier Height

3.0m

Stream Name

Location
Fishway Option
Approximate cost

4.5km S.W.
Ban
Nongpham
Concrete cone
Fishway
$100,000.00
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For further information contact:
Tim Marsden
Principal Consultant
Australasian Fish Passage Services
www.ausfishpassage.com
tim.marsden@ausfishpassage.com
Ph: (+61) 419724462

